87
In this way the following values were obtained :—
Salt	v,	e/m.        ratio of mass of particles to that
cm/sec	of an atom of hydrogen.
T * /~"*1	40	—     III	2	o/to
JLrfl v^i*        ..I"?     X IO	^XJiO	o*O ***" O*"^
T  .   ~,	r89	-	'69	3
LlCL    2-46XI0'      -8710	I4-51
XT     /^«	1*87	7	"A6	•
MaCL   I7£xio'      -JjXitf	21-23
Sr C12.    i *o8 x io7     '21 x ios	90 (if the atom
Is doubly charged.)
The results for LI CI given in the first line relate to the
brightest part of the rays, those In the second to the least de-
flected rays. It would appear from this that the charged par-
ticles are the atoms of the metal In the salt and that In the case
of strontium they carry a double charge, A very Interesting
case of these anode rays Is that of a discharge tube with a
constriction In the middle. When two bulbs A and B5 about
io cm* In diameter, with the anode In A and the cathode In
B, are connected by a narrow tube: then when the pressure
In the tube Is very low and a small quantity of iodine vapour
Is Introduced Into It, anode rays start from the constric-
tion c at the cathode end of the narrow tube and cathode
rays from d^ the anode end of this tube. If the connecting
tube were quite straight these anode rays might be the positive
rays corresponding to the cathode cy but as they appear when
the tube Is bent this cannot be their origin. It Is especially
to be noticed that the anode rays do not appear unless iodine,
bromine, or chlorine Is In the tube. This is perhaps due to
the fact that the atoms of these substances are excellent traps
for negatively electrified corpuscles as they hold these cor-
puscles Imprisoned. Any positively electrified particles In the
tube will thus have a much better chance to escape being

